Meet our Newest BIC Staff Member!
In April, we hired Cindy Davis as our Sustainability Project Assistant. Cindy first worked as a research
scientist but transitioned to education early in her career. She lived in New Jersey and taught science to
students in grades 6-9, nurturing a love of science and awareness of nature in her
students. At the start of the pandemic, Cindy moved to the Island and taught her
classes remotely. After returning to classroom teaching, she found that her love of
the Island outweighed her love of the classroom and in 2022, she retired from the
classroom and moved to the Island full time. As an educator, she looks forward to
raising awareness of our impact on the fragile environment and the vital importance
of sustainable practices in everyday living. We are very excited to have Cindy join
the BIC team!

BIC Board of Directors
The Block Island Conservancy has a fantastic thirteen
member all volunteer Board of Directors. A huge
thank you to all of our Board members who dedicate
their time and energy to help carry out the mission of
the Block Island Conservancy.
Officers include: President Dorrie Napoleone, Vice
President Jim McCormick, Treasurer Bob Benjamin,
Secretary Marti Dunne and Stewardship Director
Nigel Grindley. Rounding out the board we have Mary
Cerulli, Bill Comings, Laurel Littlefield, Seth Draper,
Meg Vitacco, Heather Hatfield, Rosemary Tobin and
Matt Fastuca.

Congratulations to our 50th Anniversary Glass Orb
Raffle winner: Christin Klaff from Reston Virginia!
Thank you so much to everyone who bought tickets
at the Farmers Market this year. Your support will
help us maintain the trails and continue our
sustainability work!

Celebrating the Past and
Exploring the Future
BIC’s 2022 Annual Meeting was a big success
this year, generously hosted by the Draper family
at the 1661 Inn. In celebration of the BIC’s 50th
anniversary we had historian Ben Hruska and
Keith Lewis speak on the inception of
conservation on Block Island. Looking ahead to
the next 50 years on Block Island and our
commitment to sustainability we also had
speakers Alison Rogers Cove, the founder of
USEFULL and Cush Gillen of Magic Tree
Premium Worm Casting. A big thank you to
everyone who attended and to the Drapers for
hosting us again this year!

Please Donate to the BIC!

2022 Fall Newsletter
The Block Island
Conservancy
Turns 50!
In celebration of 50 years working with our conservation
partners to preserve and protect Block Island, the BIC has
been encouraging residents and visitors to get out on the
trails! We sponsored the The Explore the Trails
Scavenger Hunts every few weeks throughout the
Summer and Fall. The events were designed to get
families and friends out to all corners of the Island. Each hunt lasted a couple of days. Participation was
free and once registered, each party was provided a series of clues for items in nature that they needed to
find. They documented the items with photos, then submitted them via email by the cutoff time.
Participants tried to identify about a dozen items such as Seaside Goldenrod, Winterberry, an invasive Green
Crab, and a Great Egret. Each scavenger hunt also required the teams to pick up one bag of trash from the
trails. Our goal was to get Islanders and visitors to discover new places and learn about nature all while
having a great time.
The winners of the hunts received a special 50th anniversary orb hand crafted by Eben Horton of the Glass
Float Project. We received some great feedback such as this quote from one of our participants, “We loved
reliving each of the trails that we visited earlier in the week with a renewed purpose! We appreciate all that
you do to conserve and protect the wonders and brilliance of this beautiful Island”. The Explore the Trails
Scavenger Hunts were an immensely popular activity and proved to be the perfect celebration of our 50th
anniversary.

Stay Tuned for Additional 50th Celebration Events!

Sustainability: The Next 50 Years
From Table to Farm!

The Block Island Conservancy’s composting program is entering its fourth
year and continues to expand in usage and popularity. This summer, at the Farmers Market, we provided education
about why composting is so important and we continued the program to collect food scraps at every market which were
then transported to the 1661 Farm and Gardens to be added to their windrow compost system. We estimate that the BIC
collected over 2000 pounds of food scraps that were composted and thus eliminated from the Island’s waste stream.
We are also researching solutions to the Island’s larger food waste problem. Vermicomposting, or using worms to break
down food scraps into compost, is one of the ways we can all reduce greenhouse gases. One of our goals is to make
vermicomposting more available to Island residents and visitors. We are working with Cushman Gillen from Magic
Tree Vermicast to explore sustainable solutions for food waste hopefully starting with a pilot project at the school.
Other possible solutions include establishing community compost sites which would be accessible to all. The BIC will
continue to work with Island residents, home owners, and visitors to explore all composting possibilities such as an in
vessel system, with the goal to make the Block Island waste stream more sustainable in the future.

Reduce, Reuse, Return!
To further reduce waste on BI, the BIC

partnered with USEFULL, a Boston-based
company, to pilot a program for reusable
returnable food containers. The pilot was
supported by a Small Business Innovation
grant funded through the Environmental
Protection Agency. USEFULL is an appbased foodware service that provides
containers for customers to check out and
return like library books. The goal of
USEFULL is to eliminate single-use plastics with a plastic-free returnable system. This circular
foodware solution could lead to the end of single-use containers, most of which end up in landfills or
our oceans. Island businesses that participated in the USEFULL pilot throughout the summer included:
the Farmstead Refreshments Food Truck; The Cracked Mug; Persephone’s Kitchen; Block Island Coffee
Roasters; and Old Island Pub.

Keeping Block Island green, the BIC, along with other non-profits have allocated funds to help procure and install
an electric vehicle charging port at the Block Island Power Company. Look to see it up and running in the near
future.
We also contributed funds to help purchase four tidal gauges. They have been placed in various locations around
the Great Salt Pond. These gauges are gathering data that will help gain a better understanding of the hydrology of
the entire GSP system to help prepare for sea level rise and the effects of ever more powerful storms.

Land Stewardship
We are pleased to announce that new handcrafted trail signs
have been installed at the entrance to all the BIC trails. A big
thank you to Ken Field, Louis Mackall and Breakfast
Woodworks for donating their time and talent to make this
happen and thank you to Stewardship Director, Nigel
Grindley, and the members of the Stewardship committee for
installing them.
Our Stewardship team has also been busy inspecting the
BIC’s properties. Every year, each property is visited by a member of the Stewardship Committee.
A walkthrough of the property is conducted, a set of photographs taken and a monitoring report
completed. Any significant changes are noted along with any areas of concern. An action plan is
put into place if any new maintenance or restoration is required. This is not only a good thing to do,
but is critical to ensure our compliance for accreditation with the Land Trust Alliance. This is an
extensive time-consuming process that involves many hours of volunteer work. Thank you to Nigel
and the Stewardship Team.
We would also like to thank the Adopt-a-Trail volunteers for their second year of keeping an eye on
our trails and identifying areas in need of attention. We really appreciate the extra help!

Champlin’s Marina Expansion
Application Denied!
The BIC along with the Town of New Shoreham,
The Committee for the Great Salt Pond, and the
Block Island Land Trust, all intervenors in the
litigation against the Champlin’s Marina
Expansion, are thrilled to announce that after
nearly two decades of hearings the RI Supreme
Court has struck down their application. In
addition, they rejected the side agreement
between the CRMC and Champlin’s. This is
wonderful news for the Great Salt Pond and for
all Rhode Island coastal communities. You can
read their entire 54 page decision at
www.courts.ri.gov

Bequests Received by BIC
Sustain BIC for Decades to Come
The Block Island Conservancy would like
to thank the estates of DJ Mahler, Dorothy
Dahl and Linda McGrew for their generous
contributions to the BIC this past year.
These bequests came from their estate
planning and are greatly appreciated.
It is donations like these that help BIC carry
out its mission of conservation and
sustainability on Block Island. Please
consider leaving a legacy gift to the Block
Island Conservancy so your cherished value
lives on. For more information and support
please email Caroline@biconservancy.org.

